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Warm greetings from Vatsalya, Jaipur!
I hope you all had a wonderful start to the year 2013. I also hope that you received our Annual Report2012 that presented the details of how the previous year had been for Vatsalya. The annual reports are
exhausting, both in writing and reading, and so a long break is desired and deserved on all sides….
We began with a monthly edition of our newsletter in 2007, making it every two months after a year and
then quarterly in 2011. The inventions of Facebook, the blog, twitter, sms, etc., have immensely increased
our ability to keep in touch with friends and family, and to share the changing status of our lives and
surroundings. It often happens nowadays that the morning newspaper does not have much news to offer:
most of it was already learned, conveyed or heard the night before. Communication is magically fast these
days! We are revising our schedule of sending publications to you in light of these facts, and so you might
receive updates from us in future in different modes and probably with a different time interval too. In
this context, I would like to share with you that we are working on starting a newspaper as well. The
purpose, in our minds, is to create a deeper insight and understanding regarding social issues, especially
concerning the lives of street children, not just to bring ‘news’ per se. The Vatsalya Advisory Council
worked with us to search for a name/title for the paper. About 80 English, Hindi and Sanskrit names were
suggested and about 8 were shortlisted. The final decision has been taken by little Lavanya of Vatsalya
Udayan- She picked out “

Soham”, a Sanskrit word meaning “You are the same as I am”.

The

full title of the newspaper we intend to start soon (provided we are able to pass all the bureaucratic tests
and challenges) will be:

‘Soham’
An Illustrated Weekly of Stories and Statistics of Street Children
We are looking forward to implementing this new project soon and would appreciate any guidance,
advice, tips to make it really effective!

An inspiring achievement!
There is a VERY delightful and encouraging development in Vatsalya’s livelihood interventions, the
American India Foundation supported MAST program. Rubeena Mustafa, a computer student of our
Ramganj center, participated in a National Television music talent search program, ‘Bharat Ki Shaan’. The
AIF leadership’s visit of its Trustees, during their tour to our center, were absolutely mesmerized with
Rubeena’s singing talent. Rubeena has been invited now to attend the Annual Spring Award Gala in New
York, USA. She will be travelling to the US this month to share her dream for the future with eminent
personalities such as Professor Amartya Sen, the Nobel laureate; Pranoy Roy and Radhika Roy of NDTV;

Ajay Banga, President and CEO, Master Card; and the Board of Directors of the American India
Foundation. It is an extraordinary privilege and honor for Rubeena and many young people like her, who
aspire towards high achievement, and to whose welfare and development the American India Foundation
is committed! Here are pictures of Rubeena performing in one of the MAST graduation ceremonies and
receiving her certificate. You can also click here to listen to Rubina’s melodious voice:
https://docs.google.com/file/d/0Bwj3lgR0qvTUaDNxNF80OFN4bUU/edit
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MAST Innovation by Vatsalya bears sweet fruits!
As part of their interventions for the year 2012-13, AIF had invited us to experiment with new ideas. We
chose to expand the horizons of options and possibilities for the women registered in our livelihood
program and started a production house. The idea was that the women who learn the art of stitching and
tailoring, jewelry making, embroidery, knitting, etc., could work towards creating a range of products to
be then marketed by Vatsalya. The number of women employed under this MAST innovation is already
255. The quality of products made by these women is highly commendable. The buyers of our
production-house include Anoothi-US & Anchalproject, USA; Openeyesprojects, Spain; Mother Earth,
PD Gems and Anoothi, India. This success is very encouraging for us because, since the very start of the
MAST program, it was a huge challenge to get the women employed in factories and industries located
far from their homes. Now, Vatsalya brings work to them on their door-steps and thanks to our
wonderful buyers and partners, there is never a shortage of work for our women!
Below are some of our women in action and the Katha work done by them. A beautiful range of Patwa
and Sarafa jewelry is being readied by them which we will bring to you in our next edition…
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International Day for Women
The International Day for Women was sponsored by Ms. Delta Donohue of Anoothi US this year. While
the event highlights can be seen on our Facebook page “Vatsalya.Udayan”, we would like you to know
that this time the event was not limited to March 8th only. Month-long deliberations with women and
young girls were conducted to work out a concrete action-plan aiming towards enhancing the sense of
safety and security among them. They have proposed the following interventions to address the issue:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Self defense training
Sensitizing police personnel and family members
Complaint boxes in schools
Economic empowerment activities
Personality-Development trainings aiming at enhancing self esteem

These interventions are on our agenda this year. We are going to be mobilizing resources of different
kinds to address these needs which have been pointed out by the women. We would request you kindly to
help us connect to individuals and organizations who could possibly support and partner us in this
mission.
Here are some images from the March 8th celebrations:
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Vatsalya’s Big children ready to begin an independent life!
12 of our big ones, who arrived at Vatsalya Udayan sometime during the year 2002-2003, have now
gained a 10th- or 12th-grade certificate, have acquired skills with which to sustain themselves and are bold
and strong enough to meet the world head on, on their own! These children spent their last few weeks
playing a significant role, that of the “In Charge”! They were given independent charge of running
operations at Vatsalya Udayan for one month, including the kitchen, security, budgeting and accounting,
care of the little ones, teaching and general maintenance of the campus. The staff had to follow the rule
“No advising, no criticizing” and frankly, some of them were expecting lots of damage and disasters.
After the initial confusion, grumbling and arguing, it was perfect harmony, there was good teamwork and
a very sober realization that life will not be the same again. We are very proud to see them performing
with great efficiency and effectiveness. These children have made us all proud and confident that they
will be just fine on their own, but, of course, we are going to be there for them. Always!
Here is a glimpse of our Shining Stars…!
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We would like to end this edition of “With Love, from Vatsalya” with a story of a little boy from our
residential care program for children. Hope you will enjoy reading it. In fact, the insightful account as
related by this little one and the way he narrated his experience was the inspiration behind the idea of
starting a newspaper we talked about at the beginning of this newsletter. We feel these stories must be
heard, taken note of and regarded with respect and sensitivity by everyone who believes in the
philosophy of “Soham”….
So here it is.

A childhood story as recounted by a seven year old at Vatsalya Udayan
Last evening, I had this little one sitting by me on my Gujarati swing outside my room in Udayan. He was
talking to me in his child-like speech using “t” for “d; “r” for “k” and all possible misplaced combinations.
He always speaks very sweetly and repeats as many times as you wish, or until he is sure that you have
understood what he wants to say. His innocence and sweetness wins every heart in Udayan and this last
evening’s conversation with him generated in me a great respect and admiration for this brave little soul.

It’s relevant to mention here that he is just 7 at present and has been with us for three years. That means,
he is narrating many things that happened when he was about four years old!
Let us call him “Sundar”. Here is how our conversation developed.
Me: When did you last have your head massage?
Sundar: Many days ago, when it was winter.
Me: Do you want me to give you a head massage now?
Sundar: Yes! Where’s the oil? (I tell him.) I’ll go and get it. (He jumps off the swing, goes into the room,
finds it and brings it to me.) Which oil is this?
Me: Amla.
Sundar: Humm.., smells nice. In my house we had that kind of oil.
Me: Your house? Tell me about it.
Sundar: What should I tell you about it?
Me: Everything, whatever you wish: how big it was, how many rooms there were, who were all the people
who lived in it, what you ate, how you slept….whatever you can tell me. Let’s just talk about our house,
OK?
Sundar: It was made of stones (indicates with hand to show it was a 2-foot high wall) and wooden poles
holding a piece of plastic as a roof….there was a cot, its leg was broken so we had bricks fixed under it…it
shook a lot when we slept on it (laughs).
Me: Who slept on it?
Sundar: Me, Bhaiya and ‘T ‘(the other brother who also lives in Udayan)
Me: And your Mummy and Papa?
Sundar: Mummy went up there (pointing a finger to sky).
Me: Do you remember her? What was her name?
Sundar: She was very sick. I don’t know her name. Then one day she slept in the night and in the
morning when we woke her up, she didn’t get up. Then some people came and put her on a piece of wood,
then put a white sheet on her, then put lots of flowers on her, then four people lifted her on their
shoulders and they took her away. They were saying ‘Ram name satt hai, satt bolo gatt hai” (“the only
truth is God, be truthful and get Nirwana” – a spiritual chanting when Hindus take their dead for
burning).
Me: Did you cry?
Sundar: No.
Me: What were you doing when they were taking her away?
Sundar: Papa gave me biscuits and chewing gum.
Me: Do you like chewing gum?
Sundar: Yes. You bring me some when it’s my birthday, ok?
Me: I’ll bring you something else, not chewing gum.
Sundar: Why?
Me: It’s not nutritious or healthy. I’ll bring something nice.
Sundar: You promised that you would bring sweets for me but you haven’t.
Me: When did I say that?
Sundar: That day when you were sitting in the garden, when you were wearing a yellow Saree and you
were talking to the children and you said you would bring what we wanted. But you haven’t. You said you
would bring things but you haven’t! Why haven’t you?
Me: (knowing I am cornered and trying to make a genuine-sounding excuse): Well, I want to but
sometimes I just don’t have enough money ….
Sundar: Why? You can just sell iron and plastic and bottles and you can get money. Then you can buy all
sorts of things for us.

Me: Iron, plastic, bottles??? Who told you that you can sell these things to get money? And where do you
think I’ll get iron, plastic and bottles?
Sundar: Well, we did that. We picked up those things from here and there and Papa sold them and then
bought stuff for us.
Me: Stuff means food?
Sundar: No, not food. He brought stuff like biscuits and chewing gum etc.
Me: Why he did not bring flour and rice and potato etc. so that you could eat chapattis and sabji?
Sundar: There was no stove or plates or pans. We only had a bottle for water that we filled from a tap
across the street.
Me: But here you get chapattis and sabji and daal. Do you like that? Or do you want biscuits and chewing
gum?
Sundar: I love chapattis and daal and rice and sabji and pav-bhaji and halwa and milk and…and…What
do you like?
Me: I like laddoo… rasmalai… mishrimava…raj bhog…
Sundar: What is raj bhog? Bring it for us next time.
Me: Ok, I will.
Sundar: If you don’t have money, you can sell iron lying around in Udayan.
Me: No, we don’t need to do that. We can get money other ways.
Sundar: Ok, yes, I know. You can teach, you can drive, you can work in the office. Right?
Me: Yes, that’s right. (I was reminded of an earlier conversation with little Ziya who told me I could buy
money from a shop if I ran out of cash. When I asked where I should get money to BUY money, her
answer still was “from a shop!”)
Sundar: When I am big, I want to work and earn and get married.
Me: Who told you that you have to get married?
Sundar: Papa. He said: grow big, work hard, build a house for yourself and get married.
Me: Who do you want to get married with?
Sundar: Anmol Didi.
Me: Why Anmol Didi?
Sundar: She is nice and she takes care of me. When someone harasses me, she scolds them.
Me: Who harasses you?
Sundar: Sanjay Bhaiya, Rohit Bhaiya, Swapnil Bhaiya, Sohail Bhaiya, Robin Bhaiya. That’s all.
Me: What do they do?
Sundar: When I am walking, they suddenly slap me on the back and disappear. When I catch them, I tell
Anmol Didi. She scolds them and they say “sorry”.
Me: Do they really harass you or try to have fun with you? Are they bad Bhaiyas?
Sundar: (with a coy smile): they laugh and tickle me! They also give me their share of milk when I ask.
Me: What do you want to be when you are a big man?
Sundar: I don’t know. When you were my age, did you know what you wanted to become?
Me: (feeling completely foolish): no, I didn’t.
Sundar: Where is your mother?
Me: Up there.
Sundar: Do you miss her?
Me: Sometimes. Do you like it here?
Sundar: Yes, very much. When we came here, Babu Lal Sir brought us in the jeep and I saw it was very
beautiful here and there were trees and pigeons and geese and nice rooms and a bed. And Manju Didi
gave us new clothes and Shanti Aunty bathed me and Prasanna Didi took me to the kitchen and fed me.
It’s very nice; I want to live here always.

By this time, I was finished with his head massage and hand massage and was going to ask him to go to
sleep. But before I could say it, he had rolled his pants up and put his feet in my lap, ordering: “Now my
legs!”
It is a blessing to be able to have all these children here with us. They bring such joy and happiness and
peace in the lives of those who are fortunate enough to be with them, around them. And I am so grateful
to YOU, dear friend, who are reading this note, for helping us in our endeavors!
We will be back with our next publication some time in next 3-4 months. In the meantime, please follow
our facebook page Vatsalya.Udayan for updates and also let us know your views on our different programs
and proposed future interventions. We look forward to hearing from you…
Thank you!
Sincerely,
Jaimala
On behalf of Vatsalya Family

